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Abstract: The main aim of this paper is to present an alternative of assigning weights to decision criteria in
Multi Criteria Decision Making problems. The fuzzy analytical hierarchy process (FAHP) is applied for this
objective. The sustainable research process is necessary for a university. Multidirectional evaluation in
sustainable research projects is required. Many conflicting criteria must be determined when comparing
research projects to choose among or rank them. In this article a Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)
problem is illustrated and a research project selection problem is presented. The VIKOR method combined to
FAHP method is presented to solve the MCDM problem. The result can be used as information for university
administrators to  develop  a  policy for preventing pollution and hazards generated from research projects.
This model is applied to a case of study of research projects in Thailand. At first, research projects are broken
down and sources of sustainability are identified. The data were collected regarding research project lifecycle.
Then, major sustainable initiatives are identified. The important weight of sustainability for each research
projects is analyzed. The Sustainability Index is computed using VIKOR method. Fuzzy numbers are used to
cope with uncertainties associated with the data collected by questionnaires distributed to researchers.
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INTRODUCTION classified as a multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM)

University produces research and scholarship that large number of complex factors while evaluating and
significantly affects the world. Core principles of the selecting sustainable research projects. To assess
university should focus on sustainability in research, sustainable research project, there are a large number of
action and engagement. However, unsustainable decision makers (group decision in multi criteria decision
development can be resulted from research projects. making - MCDM). In addition, there is a requirement to
Unsustainable research projects have become one of the follow human behavior, where fuzziness comes closer to
serious problems in universities. Pollution and hazards reality compared to classical evaluation processes using
generated from research projects conducted in crisp data. Firstly, a general problem within decision
universities include noise, solid and liquid wastes, dust making is considered. The algorithm that can be
and harmful gases. Although all these pollutants have implemented to integrate assessments of different
received much attention in the industry over the past 30 decision makers is determined. Then, the consideration
years, policy related to pollution and hazard prevention is that must be examined when a decision is made is
rarely developed in universities in Thailand. The main aim determined, the fuzzification of  qualified  MCDM
of this paper is to demonstrate an applicable way of methods going back to Zadeh’s argumentation
improving sustainable university assessment tactics concerning fuzzy sets, first published in 1965 [1]. One
regarding a research project in complex decision problems. widely used method which  can  handle  both  -  group
A sustainable research project evaluation can be decisions and fuzziness  -  is  the  fuzzy analytic hierarchy

problem. Sustainable research projects should consider a
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process (AHP) - a further development of Saaty’s widely Sustainable Research Project Assessment Method:
used AHP technique [2]. Several researches present the Various criteria related to the education for sustainable
application of the fuzzy AHP, for example, critical development are introduced. The important criteria are
decisions in new product development [3]. composed of governmental policy, operational

Usually, the decision maker has to select the best constraints, economic factors, environmental impacts and
research project that satisfies all criteria in the decision social constraints etc. The eco-management and audit
making problem. It is difficult to achieve this goal. scheme (EMAS) [9] provides a standardized and
Therefore, a compromise solution is required. Previously, comprehensive list of environmental aspects. Thus, the
researchers concentrated on applying different MCDM authors used EMAS [9] as a guide to initially identify
methods to a project selection problem. However, the general environmental aspects: (a) emissions to air; (b)
VIKOR (VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno releases to water; (c) avoidance, recycling, reuse,
Resenje that means Multi-Criteria Optimization and transportation and disposal of solid and other wastes,
Compromise Solution) method has not been used for the particularly hazardous wastes; (d) use and contamination
research project problems. To handle the research of land; (e) use of natural resources and raw materials
selection problems, a new integrated methodology based (including energy); (f) local issues (noise, vibration, dust,
on fuzzy AHP-VIKOR is proposed. In this methodology, visual appearance, etc.); (g) transport issues; (h) risks of
two well-known decision making methods, namely fuzzy environmental accidents and impacts arising, or likely to
AHP and VIKOR, are hybridized to analyze the available arise, as consequences of incidents, accidents and
data. The fuzzy AHP is used to provide the weights of potential emergency situations; and (i) effects on
selected criteria. It can deal with the fuzzy inputs and biodiversity.
consider  the  contingency  of  the  outcome  by  using A number of alternatives are evaluated by
fuzzy  numbers  and  the  hierarchy   structure   of  AHP. considering these criteria, simultaneously. To determine
In the  literature  the fuzzy AHP is one of the most these criteria at the same time for finding a final solution,
popular MADM methods [4,5]. A VIKOR method is used elements of uncertainty involved in these criteria
to rank alternative. The VIKOR method provides the influence the decision making process. Decision makers
maximum group utility for the majority and minimum of an are not only required to make a decision based on various
individual regret for the opponent. The multi-criteria criteria, they also have to consider conflicting
ranking  index  is obtained based on the particular relationships existing between these criteria of which the
measure of closeness to the ideal solution. The VIKOR values are subjectively assessed. The uncertainty and the
method is not based the evaluation unit of a criterion qualitative human thoughts are difficult to measure in
function [6-8]. quantitative value for the criteria associated with the

This paper provides a systematic approach to educational.
dealing with sustainable university resulting from Probability distribution functions were used to assist
research projects. The proposed approach considers both in characterizing the uncertainty of elements of criteria
qualitative and quantitative assessments. The assessment influencing the sustainable educational. The function Z (x)
of sustainability sources is performed using fuzzy AHP presented the i  criterion, where x was denoted as an
and VIKOR method. The  proposed  approach  was element of the discrete set of the educational alternative
applied in a university in Thailand. The results can be being analysis. The probability distribution function
used to evaluate alternative future methods to enhance µ[Z (x)] can be a trapezoid or triangle. To apply a
sustainability. This paper presents an example for being probability theory to the research project assessment, this
an innovative way of evaluating different sustainability study modifies steps in a framework [10] to develop a
sources, taking into account affects of uncertainty. This probability research project assessment framework.
study considers fuzziness, which is the main reason for Figure 1 shows the developed framework. The detailed
the implementation of the fuzzy AHP and the VIKOR descriptions about the probability distribution function
method instead of the classical usage of the AHP or other and operation on a simulation model were presented [10].
MCDM methods. The result can be used as information
for university administrators to develop a policy for Fuzzy AHP: A decision-making model  should  well
preventing pollution and hazards generated from research handle vagueness or ambiguity because of fuzziness and
projects. vagueness  associated  with   decision-making  problems
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Fig. 1: A research project assessment framework

[11]. This section provides an overview of a fuzzy AHP
for addressing uncertainty in the sustainable university of
research project assessment. The pairwise comparison
considers favorable and adverse effects of uncertainty.
The ranges are used to present uncertainty involved in
the pairwise comparisons by using parameters l and u to
present favorable and adverse effects of uncertainty,
respectively.

The fuzzy AHP is one of the effective approaches
used to address the uncertainty and vagueness from the
subjective perception and the experience of humans in
decision-making process. By using the fuzzy AHP, the
decision makers are allowed to provide the comparing
results by the interval judgement instead of crisp value
judgement which makes the decision makers feel more
convenient and confident. The effects of uncertainty on
the pairwise comparison are qualitatively estimated by the
decision maker at a given level regarding their parent in
the next higher level, based on the requirement of the
comparative judgement principle. The fuzzy AHP
integrates these individual effects of uncertainty on the
pairwise comparison by combining the calculated ratio-
score local priorities according to the requirement of the
synthesis of priorities. 

In this study, the fuzzy AHP is applied to evaluate concentrates on the maximum group utility, whereas
the weight factor by using five linguistic terms: equally
significant, moderately significant, strongly significant,
very strongly significant and extremely significant of
which the numerical ratings are 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9,
respectively [12].

VIKOR: The VIKOR method started with the form of
, which was used as an aggregating function in

a compromise programming method and applied to the
multicriteria measure for compromise ranking. 

In the proposed approach, the research projects or
alternatives are denoted as A ,A ,......., A ,.....,A , w  is the1 2 i m j

weight of the j  criterion, expressing the relativeth

importance of the criteria, where j = 1,2,...,n and j  is theth

number of criteria. The rating (score) of the jth criterion is
denoted by f  for alternative A . The form of L  wasij i P

introduced by Duckstein and Opricovic2 and is
formulated as follows:

(1)

The VIKOR method is developed from the above form
of . In addition, it uses  (as S  in Eq. (2))i

and  (as Q  in Eq. (3)) to obtain the ranking measurei

[13-16]

(2)

(3)

If  p   is   small,  the  group  utility  is  concerned
(such as p=1). If p increases, the individual regrets/gaps
receive more weight. [17-18] Moreover, the compromise
solution  will be selected because its value is

closest to the ideal/aspired level. Thus, in  and

,  express to minimize the sum of the

individual regrets/gaps and  express to minimize

the maximum individual regret. It can be said that, 

concentrates on choosing minimum among the

maximum individual regrets. By applying these concepts,
the compromise ranking algorithm VIKOR includes the
following steps.
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Step 1: Consider the best  and the worst  values of Step 4: Prioritize the alternatives, sorting by the value of

all criterion functions, j=1,2,...,n. The assumption is that
the j   function   shows   a   benefit,   thenth

(or setting an aspired level) and  (or setting

a tolerable level). In other way, if the assumption is that
the j    function   shows  a  cost/risk,  thenth

(or setting an aspired level) and  (or setting a

tolerable level). In addition, an original rating matrix and a
normalized weight-rating matrix of risk are applied as
follows:

where, , is the

aspired/desired level and  is tolerable level for each

criterion.

Step 2: Calculate the values S  and Q , i=1,2,.....,m, applyingi i

the relations

(4)

(5)

Step 3: Calculate the index values R , i=1,2,...,m, using thei

relation

(6)

where  (or setting the best S  = 0) *

(or setting the worst  )  (or setting the

best S  = 0),  (or setting the worst Q  = 1 and* -

0 1, where  is introduced as a weight, when  > 5,
this shows a decision making process that the strategy of
maximum group utility can be applied (i.e. if  is big, group
utility is emphasized), or by consensus when v, or with
veto when  0.5. or with veto when  < 0.5 

, in decreasing order. Propose

as a compromise the alternative (A ) which is ranked first(1)

by the measure min{R |i=1,2,...,m}  if the following twoi

conditions are satisfied:

Condition 1: Acceptable advantage:
, where A  is the alternative(2)

with second position in the ranking list by R; m is the
number of alternatives. 

Condition 2: Acceptable stability in decision making:
Alternative A  must also be the best ranked by {S or and(1)

i

Q | I = 1,2,...,m}.i

If one of the conditions is not satisfied, then a set of
compromise solutions is proposed, which includes

Alternatives A  and A  if only condition C2 is not(1) (2)

satisfied.
Alternatives A , A ,..., A  if condition C1 is not(1) (2) (M)

satisfied. A  is determined by the relation R(A )-(M) (M)

R(A )<1/(m-1) for maximum M (the positions of these(1)

alternatives are close).

The compromise-ranking method is applied to obtain
the compromise. Because of the fact that the solution
provides maximum group utility of the majority
(represented by min S, Eq. (4)) and minimum individual
regret of the opponent (represented by min Q, Eq. (5)), the
solution is acceptable. The weight stability intervals for
the given compromise solution can be obtained from the
VIKOR algorithm regarding the input weights provided by
the experts [13,19].

Research Project Assessment Framework and
Demonstrative Application: To develop a sustainable
university, research management is crucial. A case study
on the integration of Social Impact Evaluation (SIE) on an
ongoing large Research and Technological Development
(RTD) project was present [20]. A multidisciplinary
approach was used to develop an assessment model,
taking advantage of the profile of the Evaluation Team,
namely, economists, sociologist and engineers. This
approach had combined a Delphi methodology with a
weighting & ranking checklist. It was used in project
appraisal. A number of practical recommendations were
outcomes of this study which aimed to feedback the
decision-making process to make sure that the project
output provides a positive socio-economic impact. 
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This study proposes a sustainable research project years of experience in the research supply chain. In-depth
assessment framework. Elements contained in the interviews with organized questionnaires were used to
framework shown in figure 1 are described. Steps in the collect data.
development and demonstrative application of the
proposed sustainable research project assessment Establishment of Scales for Comparison Structure and
framework to address a real world problem are provided in Research Project Assessment: The weight of a criterion
this section. or the degree of significance of one criterion over another

Identification of Criteria: To illustrate an application of pairwise comparisons are provided by using a ratio scale.
the proposed approach to the research project, this study The comparisons made by the respondents rely on the
breaks the research process 9 research activities: 1) individual competence. The assessors’ opinions about
Literature review, 2) Identification of the problem, 3) the weight of criteria are described by linguistic terms.
Assessment of value of the research process, 4) The decision aids for pairwise comparisons of the AHP [1]
Development of the research proposal, 5) Development of are modified by using the following linguistic weighting
the research design, 6) Determination of data collection set to evaluate the significance of criteria; {ALS; VSLS;
methods and procedures, 7) Determination of analytical SLS; WLS; ES; WMS; SMS; VSMS; AMS}, where ALS:
procedures, 8) Evaluation of results and 9) Final report absolutely less significant, VSLS: very strongly less
including  results,  evaluation  and  recommendations. significant, SLS: strongly less significant, WLS: weakly
This study classifies the identified criteria into less significant, ES: equally significant, WMS: weakly
environmental impact (EIM), preference of inhabitants more significant, SMS: strongly more significant, VSMS:
(POI), ease of maintenance (EOM) and total cost (TC). very strongly more significant and AMS: absolutely more
Other types of criterion, such as policy, were considered significant. Numbers corresponding to the defined
but will not be presented in this paper. linguistic terms: absolutely less significant, very strongly

In this study, the EMAS [9] was used as a guide to less significant, strongly less significant, weakly less
initially identify general environmental aspects, EIM was significant, equally significant, weakly more significant,
assessed regarding elements, namely, (1) emissions to air; strongly  more  significant,  very  strongly more
(2) releases to water; (3) avoidance, recycling, reuse, significant and absolutely more significant are
transportation and disposal of solid and other wastes,
particularly hazardous wastes; (4) use and contamination
of land; (5) use of natural resources and raw materials
(including energy); (6) local issues (noise, vibration, odor,
dust, visual appearance, etc.); (7) transport issues; (8)
risks of environmental accidents and impacts arising, or
likely to arise, as consequences of incidents, accidents
and potential emergency situations; and (9) effects on
biodiversity. Sub-criteria associated with POI included (1)
aesthetics; (2) health and safety; (3) use of local materials;
and (4) labor availability. Sub-criteria of EOM were
composed of (1) maintainability; (2) energy saving and
thermal insulation; (3) life expectancy; (4) fire resistance;
(5) ease of construction; and (6) resistance to decay. TC
was assessed regarding cost items, namely, (1)
maintenance cost; (2) first cost; and (3) disposal cost. 

To apply fuzzy AHP, the comparison structure among
criteria was developed. Experts with a vast experience of
the education for sustainable development were the
participants of this study. There were nine respondents
including researchers and research heads. The years of
experiences accumulated by all participants are about 100

is obtained from pairwise comparisons. Typically, the

,and 2 respectively.

Assessment of Scale of Comparison Structure: A
demonstrative application of the proposed approach
illustrates the assessment of criteria having impact on the
sustainable development. The assessment was provided
based on the information supplied by the nine
respondents who had a good understanding of criteria
and their consequence. 

To determine weightsw  of the criteria, thek

respondents were asked to provide judgment of the
relative significance of these criteria. The determination of
the relative significance of three criteria affecting the
educational is provided as an example. A tentative
assessment of the relative significance was performed
regarding the following statements

Environment impact is far more significant than
research budget,
Human convenience is particularly significant
comparing to research budget and 
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Table 1: Weight of criteria
Weight of criteria evaluated by respondent
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
EIM 0.34 0.34 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.34
HC 0.32 0.34 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.34 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.34
RB 0.34 0.32 0.35 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.35 0.33 0.32 0.32

Table 2: Local weights and global weights of criteria and associated sub criteria
Criteria Wt Sub-criteria LWt GWt RC OR
Environmental impact (EIM) 0.254 Emissions to air 0.056 0.014 7 19

Releases to water 0.083 0.021 5 17
Avoidance, recycling, reuse, transportation and disposal of solid 
and other wastes, particularly hazardous wastes 0.111 0.028 4 16
Use and contamination of land 0.069 0.018 6 18
Use of natural resources and raw materials (including energy) 0.014 0.004 9 22
Local issues (noise, vibration, odor, dust, visual appearance, etc.) 0.208 0.053 2 10
Transport issues 0.250 0.064 1 7
Risks of environmental accidents and impacts arising, or likely to arise, 
as consequences of incidents, accidents and potential emergency situations 0.167 0.042 3 13
Effects on biodiversity. 0.042 0.011 8 20

Preference of inhabitants (POI) 0.180 Aesthetics 0.471 0.085 1 1
Health and safety 0.314 0.057 2 9
Use of local materials 0.176 0.032 3 15
Labor availability 0.039 0.007 4 21

Ease of maintenance (EOM) 0.410 Maintainability 0.198 0.081 1 2
Energy saving and thermal insulation 0.190 0.078 2 3
Life expectancy 0.181 0.074 3 4
Fire resistance 0.172 0.071 4 5
Ease of construction 0.164 0.067 5 6
Resistance to decay 0.095 0.039 6 14

Total cost (TC) 0.155 Maintenance cost 0.386 0.060 1 8
First cost 0.318 0.049 2 11
Disposal cost 0.295 0.046 3 12

Remark: LWt is local weight, GWt is global weight, RC is ranking by category and OR is overall ranking

Environment impact is as significant as human evaluators as an example shown in Table 1. As the
convenience.

Based on the assessment and the resulting
comparison matrix [A]  of the relative significance of, the3×3

step by step in the weight calculation is provided by
using the triangular probability distribution, the
evaluation matrix is constructed in the form as given
below

The weight vector of the criteria influencing the
research project can be calculated. The weights w  ofk

criteria  were   obtained   with   the   consensus    of     the

average weight vector represents the most likely values
for the calculated comparison structure, the average
weight vector is particularly used to represent the weight
vectors provided by nine respondents. Let  be the

weight assigned by respondent  or A  for the criterion k,i i

then the average of the simulated values across all the
respondents can be expressed as

 (1)

where p = number of respondents involved in the
evaluation process. Table 2 shows local weights and
global weights of criteria and associated sub criteria. 

VIKOR Application: After using the fuzzy AHP to
calculate weights of criteria, the experts were asked to rate
alternatives with respect to each criterion.



p
iL

1
3 7 8 5 1 10.34 0.34 0.32 0.544
3 7 8 3 1 8

S − − −     = + + =     − − −     

2
3 3 8 3 1 50.34 0.34 0.32 0.523
3 7 8 3 1 8

S − − −     = + + =     − − −     

3
3 4 8 8 1 80.34 0.34 0.32 0.405
3 7 8 3 1 8

S − − −     = + + =     − − −     

4
3 5 8 5 1 50.34 0.34 0.32 0.491
3 7 8 3 1 8

S − − −     = + + =     − − −     

1
3 7 8 5 1 1max(0.34 ,0.34 ,0.32 ) 0.340
3 7 8 3 1 8

Q − − −     = =     − − −     

2
3 3 8 3 1 5max(0.34 ,0.34 ,0.32 ) 0.340
3 7 8 3 1 8

Q − − −     = =     − − −     

3
3 4 8 8 1 8max(0.34 ,0.34 ,0.32 ) 0.320
3 7 8 3 1 8

Q − − −     = =     − − −     

4
3 5 8 5 1 5max(0.34 ,0.34 ,0.32 ) 0.181
3 7 8 3 1 8

Q − − −     = =     − − −     
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For prioritizing alternatives, according to the VIKOR
method, the calculated data along with the final values of
Ri were presented. In this study, four research projects
were ranked. 

The   first    research   project   was   an   application
of sludge waste from asbestos-cement roof tile process
for  a  concrete  cushion  product. It composed of
concrete specimens preparing of application concrete
mixes with sludge waste by replaced cement, sand, stone
and added in  the  normal concrete mix between 10%-50%,
15%-100%, 15%-100% and 10%-50% by weight,
respectively. This composition could reduce the raw
materials cost from 2.12 baht/piece into 1.80 baht/piece.
Therefore, if 2 million pieces/year of concrete cushion are
produced using this condition, the quantity of sludge
waste would be recycled up to 400 tons/year and the cost
of eliminated waste would be reduced by 200,000
baht/year [21]. 

The  second  research   project   was   a   study of
EPS foam concrete panel application for residential
building envelope in hot-humid climate. The methods
were using physical model simulation in actual condition;
8  different  directions  built-in  panels  which was focus
on  a  part  of  building  wall  in  order to compare heat
flow rates and cooling loads among 4 types of panel
material, which are (1) a EPS foam concrete panel 10 cm.
(2)  a  EPS  foam  concrete  panel  20 cm. (3) a EIFS
(Exterior Insulation Finished System) panel 10 cm. and (4)
a brick panel 10 cm. It could reduce loads from part
to building envelope, construction period and building
construction about 6, 3 and 2.5 time compared with
conventional residential building construction (common
brick). In addition, this application could reduce an
amount of CO  emission into the atmosphere that is a2

major cause of Global Warming [22]. 
The  third  research  project  was  a  utilization  of  fly

ash from  biomass  power  plant  in   lightweight
concrete. It developed lightweight concrete using waste
products; namely, rice husk ash and biomass fly ash. The
wastes were obtained from a biomass power plant as
replacement materials for main ingredient, Portland
cement, to make lightweight concrete. Fly ash from a
biomass power plant could be sufficiently used as cement
replacement for lightweight concrete block production.
Moreover, the utilization of the wastes, biomass fly ash,
pollution and disposal problems could be mitigated as a
result [23]. 

The forth research project was a utilization of spent
silica-alumina  and bagasse for making concrete block.
The  spent   silica-alumina   and  dye  (Remazol  Black  B)

Table 3: VIKOR calculation

adsorbed quarternized-crosslinked bagasse were used for
making  hollow  concrete  blocks.  The  hollow  concrete
blocks (39 x 19 x 7 cm.) made from dye adsorbed
quarternized-crosslinked bagasse to cementitious binder
ratio equal to 0.15 and at 21 days of curing time yielded
physical properties acceptable by the Ministry of
Industry in Thailand [24].

Experts  read  these  four  research  project reports.
The research projects were assessed based on the
designed sub-criteria. This is done using a 10 point scale
system. For example, the ratings of each criterion for
alternative 1 are 7, 5 and 1 (Table 3.). The following shows
the  sample  calculation  for  EIM  for   alternative 1.
Based on Eqs. (1), (4), (5) and (6), the following
calculations are considered for ,Si, Qi,Ri ; i =1, 2, 3, 4.

Using the same procedure, the data in Table 5, final
decision matrix, upon which the VIKOR method will be
applied, can be filled in.

For this example, the final ranking of alternatives was
determined based on three criteria. The obtained results
were verified based on two conditions  in  Step  4  so  that
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Table 4: Local weights and global weights of criteria and associated sub criteria
Criteria A B C D f*j f-j w A B C D
Emissions to air 3.215 8.343 6.392 7.619 3.215 8.343 0.014 0.000 0.014 0.009 0.012
Releases to water 1.125 0.997 0.889 0.544 0.544 1.125 0.021 0.021 0.017 0.013 0.000
avoidance, recycling, reuse, transportation
and disposal of solid and other wastes,
Particularly hazardous wastes 6.431 3.292 5.322 6.243 3.292 6.431 0.028 0.028 0.000 0.018 0.027
use and contamination of land 3.215 7.940 6.157 7.317 3.215 7.940 0.018 0.000 0.018 0.011 0.015
Use of natural resources and raw materials
(including energy) 3.537 8.858 6.880 8.246 3.537 8.858 0.004 0.000 0.004 0.002 0.003
Local issues (noise, vibration, odor,
dust, visual appearance, etc.) 2.733 3.617 3.355 3.714 2.733 3.714 0.053 0.000 0.048 0.034 0.053
Transport issues 4.823 9.910 5.986 3.223 3.223 9.910 0.064 0.015 0.064 0.026 0.000
Risks of environmental accidents and impacts arising,
or likely to arise, as consequences of incidents,
Accidents and potential emergency situations 5.145 0.392 2.880 3.104 0.392 5.145 0.042 0.042 0.000 0.022 0.024
Effects on biodiversity. 6.431 0.045 3.428 3.808 0.045 6.431 0.011 0.011 0.000 0.006 0.006
Aesthetics 4.823 6.741 6.396 7.624 7.624 4.823 0.085 0.085 0.027 0.037 0.000
Health and safety 3.537 2.396 3.112 3.402 3.537 2.396 0.057 0.000 0.057 0.021 0.007
Use of local materials 4.019 1.725 3.001 3.260 4.019 1.725 0.032 0.000 0.032 0.014 0.011
Labor availability 3.215 2.016 2.702 2.875 3.215 2.016 0.007 0.000 0.007 0.003 0.002
Maintainability 4.823 6.820 6.442 7.683 7.683 4.823 0.081 0.081 0.025 0.035 0.000
Energy saving and thermal insulation 3.215 3.684 3.675 4.126 4.126 3.215 0.078 0.078 0.038 0.038 0.000
Life expectancy 5.145 1.993 3.814 4.305 5.145 1.993 0.074 0.000 0.074 0.031 0.020
Fire resistance 0.322 1.075 1.593 3.383 3.383 0.322 0.071 0.071 0.053 0.041 0.000
Ease of construction 3.453 3.751 3.853 4.355 4.355 3.453 0.067 0.067 0.045 0.037 0.000
Resistance to decay 0.804 1.837 1.191 0.933 1.837 0.804 0.039 0.039 0.000 0.024 0.034
Maintenance cost 3.103 4.983 4.367 5.016 3.103 5.016 0.060 0.000 0.059 0.040 0.060
First cost 9.938 3.886 7.714 9.318 3.886 9.938 0.049 0.049 0.000 0.031 0.044
Disposal cost 5.498 4.883 5.706 6.737 4.883 6.737 0.046 0.015 0.000 0.020 0.046
Sj 0.603 0.579 0.515 0.364
Qj 0.085 0.074 0.041 0.060
S 0.500 0.450 0.317 0.000
Q 0.500 0.378 0.000 0.216
Rj 1.000 0.828 0.317 0.216
Remark: A is the first research project, B is the second research project, C is the third research project and D is the forth research project, w is weight of criteria,
f*j is the best value and f-j is the worst value.

Table 5: Strengths and weaknesses of research projects
Ranking Title Strength Weakness
1 Utilization of spent silica-alumina 1.Releases to water 1.Maintenance cost

and bagasse for making concrete block 2.Transport issues 2.Local issues (noise, vibration, odor, dust,
3.Aesthetics visual appearance, etc.)
4.Maintainability 3.Disposal cost
5.Energy saving and thermal insulation 4.First cost

5.Resistance to decay
2 Utilization of fly ash from biomass 1. Use of natural resources and raw materials 1.Fire resistance

power plant in lightweight concrete (including energy) 2.Maintenance cost
2.Labor availability 3.Energy saving and thermal insulation
3.Effects on biodiversity. 4.Ease of construction
4.Emissions to air 5.Aesthetics
5.Use and contamination of land

3 Study of EPS foam concrete panel 1.Avoidance, recycling, reuse, 1.Life expectancy
application for residential building transportation and disposal of solid and 2.Transport issues
envelope in hot-humid climate other wastes, particularly hazardous wastes 3.Maintenance cost

2.Risks of environmental accidents and 4.Health and safety
impacts arising, or likely to arise, 5.Fire resistance
as consequences of incidents, 
accidents and potential emergency situations
3.Effects on biodiversity.
4.Resistance to decay
5.First cost
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Table 5: Continue
Ranking Title Strength Weakness
4 Application of sludge waste from 1.Emissions to air 1.Aesthetics

asbestos-cement roof tile process 2.Use and contamination of land 2.Maintainability
for a concrete cushion product 3.Use of natural resources and raw materials 3.Energy saving and thermal insulation

(including energy) 4.Fire resistance
4.Local issues 5.Ease of construction
(noise, vibration, odor, dust, visual appearance, etc.)
5.Health and safety

the final ranking and compromise solution can be respectively. The aesthetic, life expectancy and fire
achieved. For the demonstration purposes, using R(A )-(M)

R(A )<1/(m-1)   in   Step  4  R(A )-R(A )=  0.128  <  0.25(1) (M) (1)

(if m = 4). The acceptance advantage (Condition 1) is not
satisfied, although the stability in decision making is
completely satisfied. Since Condition 1 is not satisfied,
there  must be a compromise solution consisting  of  first
m  alternative  for  which the inequality R(A )-(M)

R(A )<1/(m-1) must be attained. In this example m=4. In(1)

other words, the alternative in the forth position (R )4

forms a compromise solution together with the alternative
(R ) in the third position. Table 4 show results obtained3

from the proposed evaluation framework using 22 sub-
criteria.

The forth research project, the concrete block made
from spent silica-alumina and bagasse, was the most
sustainable research project. The best values were
associated with sub-criteria including releases to water,
transport issues, aesthetics, maintainability, energy
saving and thermal insulation, fire resistance and ease of
construction. Gaps of these sub-criteria had fallen to zero.
These sub-criteria represented the strength of this
material. The sub-criteria having the worst values were
composed of maintenance cost, local issues (noise,
vibration, odor, dust, visual appearance, etc.), disposal
cost, first cost and resistance to decay. The future
research projects must concentrate on improving
performance  of  the concrete block made from spent
silica-alumina and bagasse by considering these
weaknesses.

It is important to know strengths and weakness of the
developed materials based on these research projects in
order to make an industry and researchers aware of
potential strengths and weakness so they know what
steps to take. The strengths and weaknesses of other
research projects can be identified as shown in Table 5.
The major strengths of the first, second and third research
projects were emissions to air, avoidance, recycling,
reuse, transportation and disposal of solid and other
wastes,  particularly  hazardous  wastes  and use of
natural resources and raw materials  (including   energy),

resistance revealed the significant weaknesses in the first,
second and third research projects. 

CONCLUSION

This paper aims at designing a multi-criteria decision
making (MCDM) model for evaluation alternatives,
research projects in this case, for a research project
selection problem. For this purpose, an integrated
methodology is structured, in which the the VIKOR uses
the fuzzy AHP result weights as input weights. Finally, an
application example of a research project selection
regarding sustainability is presented to show the
applicability and suitability of the proposed methodology.
The subjective evaluation can be performed for finding
the acceptable level which in turn increases the
complexity of the research project assessment. 

A quantitative method for dealing with potential
adverse environmental impacts and considering multiple
decision criteria is propose. It is suitable for assisting a
decision maker during the early stage of a research
project. The proposed method employs the fuzzy AHP
method to perform the pairwise comparison and calculate
the weights of criteria. The simple additive weighting
method is used to compute the total score of the criteria.
In this way, the proposed method accurately examines
uncertainty involved in the pairwise comparisons and the
calculation of the weights and total score of the criteria in
a simply manner. 

It is important to know strengths and weakness of the
developed research projects. Any pitfall of existing
research project assessment methods could eliminate by
using the proposed framework. The result can be used as
information for university administrators to develop a
policy for preventing pollution and hazards generated
from research projects. In addition, results obtained from
the developed research evaluation framework make an
industry and researchers realize the potential strengths
and weakness so they can provide managerial
implications to improve the research methodology and
results.
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